Why brokers will need to offer telematics schemes to their customers sooner rather than later
1. Demographic
adoption
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US growth: 50% of market by 2020

2009 Coverbox, ikube
+
2010 Insure the box
+
2011 Co-op, Autosaint, Ingenie, Marmalade
+
2012 Fair Play, AA, Swinton
+
2013 RAC
+
2014 SoteriaDrive
+
2015 European legislation for eCall emergency assistance
connectivity in all new cars.
20% of all new cars sold worldwide will have
embedded connectivity solutions.
50% of all new cars sold worldwide will have multiple
connectivity solutions (embedded, tethered,
smartphone integration).
Telematics polices = 10% penetration.
+
2017 Telematics polices = 17% penetration
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3. Why is telematics
becoming popular now?

road
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Would you agree to
have a telematics box
installed in your car if
it meant you could
get cheaper insurance?

2. UK statistics
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7. Market forecast

1% use telematics

Push
Anti-discrimination laws
Veracity of conventional
rating factor declaration on
the web
Rapidly escalating
claims costs
New business premiums
increased by around 40%
Political issues around
availability and affordability

77% aged between 35-44

6. Market adoption
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5. What do telematics devices record?
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4. Benefits
of telematics
Risk Segmentation
Deriving risk factors
from the data and
applying loadings /
discounts to customers
to enhance selection

Collision details
(location, force of
Time of day a
impact, etc.)
car is driven

No, but we
plan to soon
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Overall
Yes
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Would you agree to having a telematics box installed in
your car if it meant you could get cheaper insurance?

Do you currently
have a telematics
strategy in place?

Claims Effectiveness
Informing the
claims process
Use of telematic data as
evidence

Self Selection
Reducing underwriting
and claims fraud

Momentum to a more
technology driven society
Reducing technology costs
Be ready for inevitable
telematics viability
Build portfolio of customers
with known driving scores

Customer / Society
Aggressive
acceleration or
deceleration

Insurer
Speed at which
a car is driven*

Circumstances
related to theft

900 rows of data per 15 mins of travelling = 3600 rows of data per average commuter

Customer feedback on
behaviours

Step change in potential
customer relationship

Reducing vehicle
usage overall and
especially higher risk
miles

Delivering ‘fair’ pricing
and driving guidance
Shows commitment to
safety and the
environment

Sources: Towers Watson (2011), Accenture UK FS Consumer Survey (2011), Insurance Networking News (Feb 2013), Marketforce, BIBA (2012), Strategy Meets Action (Dec 2012), Datamonitor's General Insurance Consumer Survey (2012), Admiral Survey of British Motorists (2012)

62%

Own smartphones
in the UK

24%
Own a tablet
in the UK

